The art of belonging: about initiatives, limits and possibilities of belonging for people with a disability
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Two messages I simple want to illustrate here with examples in movies and ego documents. But first a small message about what is necessary before that:
Recognise...

Accept...

Know...

... Me

See Me

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmTmBNg2w1o
There is not one way of showing the art of belonging, but many ways, there is diversity. You can read about them in many ego documents where disabled write about their lives. The ways of belonging differ not only because there are different diseases and handicaps, they vary in many context, with kind of people, networks, families, support etc.
Examples with work: Unlimittted, Joost Cares, Crohnjuwelry, Restaurant Freud, Park keeping working on a farm and other daytime activities.
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Advise on twitter: Don't fight your Tourette, embrace it!

Herman Finkers
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Each form of belonging asks different competences, necessary to make it possible that belonging will succeed. It is necessary to know limitations and own limits, you need to organize well, show what is possible etc. .
Limitations?
Mathew Johnstone: Black Dog

Advise on twitter:
Don't fight your Tourette, embrace it!
#touretteprobs
The outside and the inside can differ: People disabilities and possibilities to
There is a world to explore, unknown, not seen. Ego documents, Blogs, Documentairies, Films, Youtube etc. can help seeing other perspectives, diversity:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gjWQmxu_tM&feature=results_video&playnext
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DboztB1h8cU

Boys on wheels
Punk on wheels
The Zimmers (Talking about my generation)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqfFrCUrEbY
Is there a solution for all limitations, can we cope with them? What do we need? What comes from society? From us?
It is work in progress:

What helps?
-Conditions in Society, Environment, Family, etc...
-Abilities, Flexibility, Creativity, Knowing limitations, Humor, Coping Strategies etc...
-Knowledge of living with, thinking about a good life.
-Technology, Stories, Experiences, Disability studies
-Examples (Best and worst), etc...

The old message: for, with, not without in different ways.

-See me
Stichting CCC
opent bronnen...
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